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THE PLAYERS

The Times of India is India’s
most-read English
newspaper. More than 13.5
million readers wake up to
one of its 13 editions every
morning. With a daily
circulation of more than 4
million copies, it is the
world’s largest-selling
English newspaper.
This massive success has
translated to online news as
well with Times Internet
capturing 51% market share
of digital news consumption
in April 2017.

THE PROBLEM
The success of any app worth its salt lies in its
ability to keep the user continuously
engaged and maintain a high repeat rate
while providing the user with a seamless
experience.
TOI does as good a job at news as anyone else
in the world. They have millions of loyal users
who open the app multiple times a day to see
the latest happenings. This presents an
opportunity to engage them with so much
more than just the news. TOI wanted to make
this a platform which was more than just
another news app.

OUR SOLUTION
The Haptik Publisher SDK provides more
than 40 chatbot services with 6 payment
gateways/wallets. This was a natural fit with
the TOI audience. Every morning, one of the
first things you do is check the news.
Next, you need an assistant.

Haptik is one of the
world’s largest chatbot
platforms, building
applications for
consumers, publishers
and enterprises.
The company has been at
the forefront of the
paradigm shift from apps
to bots, having worked
across various chatbot use
cases such as commerce,
customer service, utility
and lead generation.

It was key to get the end-to-end user
experience absolutely right to achieve the
engagement goals. The Haptik integration
team worked very closely with the TOI apps
team to identify the relevant touch points to
invoke Haptik services, how payments would
work, notifications, etc. This first-of-its-kind
innovation in a news app now allows users to
get so much more done from one app itself.
Presenting the TOI assistant:
Book flight tickets, do web check-in and
search your train's status
Take care of mobile recharges, utility &
DTH bill payments
Find the best cabs with a simple chat
Be entertained with jokes, maintain your
to-do list
Get assistance while shopping with a full
stack payment layer with multiple
payment gateways and wallets

The TOI assistant can be
invoked from multiple touch
points from the landing
screen of the TOI app

The user is subsequently
introduced to the services
and is required to sign in to
enable payments

The user can then browse
through the list of
categories and proceed
with tasks as needed

An onboarding chat flow
takes you through the set
up and completion of the
first task

PLAY STORE REVIEWS
Kousik Venkat
Wow feeling happy with this update toi assistant which gives the
information regarding flight status,pnr status.

Aayush Mahajan
The new TOI "Personal Assistant" is simply immaculate...

Arijit Chakrabarty
Assistant feature is awsome

Srikant Padhy
I think the concept of personal assistant on a news based app is a nice
innovation.. I liked it..

Binit Thakkar
It is too amazing can add more featured in personal assistant

THE RESULTS*

31.6%
35.4%

INCREASE IN
IMPRESSIONS
Based on
Screens/Session

INCREASE IN
ENGAGEMENT
Based Avg.
Session Duration

The average TOI user is 65% more likely to return to the app every day
if he/she uses the Personal Assistant versus someone who does not.
These results were beyond expectations, clearly showing that users
wanted to consume more than just news in TOI.
*this analysis is based on the average of weekly statistics

TOI Personal Assistant is one of the key integrations we’ve done on
the app. With early results showing 60% increase in retention rates for
Assistant users, they’ve definitely taken a liking to the chat based
virtual assistant powered by Haptik.
- Zafar Sawant
Product Lead, Mobile Apps, The Times of India
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